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“The inhumanity of contemporary architecture and cities can 
be understood as the consequence of the negligence of the 
body and the senses, and an imbalance in our sensory system.”

Juhani Pallasmaa, 
`“The eyes of the skin - Architecture and the senses”



VISUALLY IMPAIRED PEOPLE

The group of visually impaired people includes people who are blind and people with low vision (moderate or severe visual impairment). 
It is estimated that the 4% of the global population are visually impaired people and only 8-13% of them are blind. The rest of them 
have different levels of ability to see. A lot of people with low vision are using the white cane or dog guides but they also rely a lot on 
their limited ability to see.

Visually impaired people may:

-not be able to see at all
-not be able to see clearly objects
-not be able to see a wide area without moving the eyes or the head
-have sensibility at looking directly lights (photophobia)
-have double vision (diplopia)
-have visual distortion
-have visual perceptual difficulties
-experience gradual progressive reduction in vision
-be able to distinguish only lights from shadows



SENSES
TRADITIONAL SENSES
Sight / Vision

Hearing / Audition

People with low vision rely a lot on their 
limited ability to see in order to navigate 
and understand a space.  

Distinctive sounds can be used in order to 
help the orientation of people in an indoor 
or outdoor space.

The sense of touch is the most important 
for the majority of people with visual 
impairments. 

Smell can be proved helpful in order to 
define different spaces. Smell is closely 
linked with memory, probably more than 
any of our other senses. 

Touch / Somatosensory

Smell / Olfaction

NON-TRADITIONAL SENSES | SENSORY MODALITIES
Temperature / Thermoception
Thermoception is the sense of heat and the absence of heat (cold) by the skin and internal skin passages. Blind people usually have 
developed this sense and even without any ability of sight they can understand the weather conditions and the existence and intensity 
of lighting in a space.

Kinesthetic sense / Proprioception
This sense provides the brain with information on the movement and relative positions of the body parts. Neurologists test this sense by 
telling patients to close their eyes and touch their own nose with the tip of a finger. Proprioception and touch are related in subtle ways  
and they are very crucial for one’s perception.

Balance / Equilibrioception
Balance can be affected from vision loss since 1/3 of an individual’s balance is based on eyesight. For that reason, handrails and other 
helping guidelines should be provided on stairs and other spaces of movement.



DESIGN ELEMENTS



LIGHT

-No glare
-No direct contact with light sources
-Even distribution of light
-Handle natural light
-Increase light levels at stairs or level alternations
-Gradual change of light conditions
-Lighting can act as a “way-maker”



TACTILE SURFACES & GUIDELINES

HORIZONTAL DIRECTION CODING
-Tactile dots on the floor marking the doors and the change of level
-Direction lines engraved on the floor showing different options of direction
-Lightpaths

Navigation in the 
building: 
by touching the 
right hand on the 
walls’ recess

VERTICAL DIRECTION CODING
-Rails
-Negative rails on the wall with lighting [Braille information on the rails]



COLOURS

-Colour to highlight different object and surfaces
-Circulation routes different colour from functional spaces
-Visible glass doors and windows
-Door frames and handles different colour from the walls and the doors
-Stairs railings and banisters different colour from the walls
-Contrasting strip at the edge of the steps
-Colour contrast no less than 70%
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SOUNDS

-Distinctive sound and signals
-Vocal messages
-Music [responsive according to the movement and the amount of people]
-Different height of the ceiling produces different acoustic conditions
-Change of the walls’ and ceiling’s inclination prevents noise from spreading
-The building itself acts as a structure where different acoustic conditions could be created according to the needs by adding soundproofing 
or sound reflecting materials.



MATERIALITY

-CONCRETE: hard | cold | textured
-TRANSLUCENT GLASS: hard | cold | slick | light diffusion
-TRANSPARENT GLASS: hard | cold | slick | connection with outdoors [used only at the cafe]
-WOOD: hard | warm | textured | footsteps produce sound
-METAL: hard | cold | slick
COR-TEN: hard | cold| textured
EXHIBITION AREA
-METAL FLOOR: hard | cold | slick | footsteps produce sound
-FABRIC: soft | warm| textured/slick | allows transformations
-RUBBER FLOOR: soft | warm | textured



MATERIALITY | VEGETATION

EVERGREEN TREES:
park and rest areas
[colour during all the 
seasons, sounds from 
the leaves, different 
silhouette] 

DECIDUOUS TREES:
around the paths, 
define the route
[change colours 
throughout the 
seasons, defined  
silhouette] 

HERBS, BUSHES 
& FLOWERS
rest areas
[colours,  smells]



SITE

The experience center is located in central Stockholm. The site is behind Medbogplatsen, close to the subway station and the train station Stockholm 
Södra, making the site easily accessible. The site used to be a park but currently is a construction site because of the city bannan project. In the next 3 
years a park will be recreated there. 



SITE

Since the goal of this thesis is not only to create a space that corresponds to the needs of visually impaired people but also to familiarize the whole 
society about their needs and how architecture can successfully address them, a site in a central part of Stockholm is considered the most suitable.
Moreover, this area currently acts only as a passage and the people are not using the existing park. By creating a building with public and cultural 
character along with a park around it I aim to activate this part of the city.



SITE PLAN | SCALE 1:500



The project is an experience center for the senses and it will be addressed to both seeing and visually impaired people. The objective of this thesis is to 
create a building where people will be able to explore and challenge their senses and discover how spaces rich in stimuli affect their perception of the 
surrounding environment. 



GROUND FLOOR PLAN | SCALE 1:200



The most important element in order someone to navigate in the building is the recess in the wall. By touching his/her right hand on the wall, one can 
walk throughout the whole building following a circular movement. In case someone wants to follow a different route in the building, the engraved lines 
on the floor and the tactile information on the wall will provide some additional help. 



SOUTH ELEVATION | SCALE 1:200

CROSS SECTION | SCALE 1:200



DIAGRAMS



SECTION | SCALE 1:50



EXHIBITION PLAN | SCALE 1:50

The exhibition is a space designed as a maze with a sequence of rooms that address different senses. Because of the shape and the change of lighting 
conditions both seeing and visually impaired people should use the rule of the right hand on the wall in order to navigate easily in the building. Along 
with the light, the temperature changes as well, with the darker spaces being colder than the others. This is happening because a lot of blind people 
have developed the ability to understand the existence and the intensity of light in a space and I wanted other visitors to experience this.



EXHIBITION ROOM | TOUCH

The whole space will act as a place where curators and artists will exhibit their work by creating a whole new experience for the visitors. Each room 
provides an existing infrastructure focusing on one or more senses. As a result, the artists will be able to use the flexibility and the elements of each 
room in order to present their work by promoting different aspects of each sense.



EXHIBITION ROOM | VISION

In these pictures we can see examples of temporary uses of 4 different rooms of the exhibition area in 3 different versions. The first version is how a 
seeing person would see the room and the other two suggest how people with different sight conditions would experience the space. Of course the 
experience in every room is not only based on what we can see but also on other senses. 



EXHIBITION ROOM | VISION & TOUCH



EXHIBITION ROOM | VISION & HEARING



TACTILE PLAN | SCALE 1:200



SITE MODEL | SCALE 1:1000


